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Abstract 

In recent years, the information protection for digital 

contents becomes an important issue for enterprise 

applications. To protect digital contents, various enterprise 

digital right management (E-DRM) schemes have been 

proposed to prevent the digital contents from illegal 

accesses. However, the previously related schemes did not 

support the digital right management for multi-user 

environments. In addition, these schemes are insecure in 

some applications. To overcome the above problems, we 

propose a new group-oriented E-DRM scheme with reliable 

and flexible access policies in this paper. The proposed 

scheme allows multiple users to acquire the access right, 

which can be dynamically determined according to the 

enterprise policy. In addition, no one can access the digital 

contents except authorized users. Compared with the 

related works, the proposed scheme is more reliable and 

flexible for enterprise applications. 

Keywords: Access policy, digital content, digital right 

management, enterprise application 

1   Introduction 

With the development of computer technologies, the digital 

files have replaced the traditional prints. Compared with 

the traditional print format, the digital file format is more 

convenient and efficient because it can be widely spread 

via the Internet. Therefore, people can easily download and 

distribute various digital contents (e.g., electronic books, 

on-line music, and product specifications) anytime and 

anywhere.  

To protect the digital contents, various digital right 

management (DRM) schemes [1, 7, 10] are proposed in 

recent years. The DRM scheme is an information 

protection technique that manages the access right of a 

digital content and prevents the confidential information 

from unauthorized uses. Also, the DRM scheme supports 

the author with the capability to specify the access rights 

for his/her digital content, such as reading, copying, and 

editing rights. For example, the author can specify whether 

his/her digital content can be copied, edited, or viewed by 

an authorized user. Once the right of the digital content has 

been specified, the authorized user can access the protected 

content anytime and anywhere until the author changes its 

access rights.  

Furthermore, the DRM mechanism is especially 

important for the information protection in government 

institutions or private enterprises. This is because the 

digital contents used in government institutions or private 

enterprises may contain some confidential information, 

such as marketing plans, customer lists, and financial 

reports. Assume that a company employee purposely sends 

a sensitive document that describes the new product design 

to a competitive company. The above information theft 

may cause a large amount of financial losses for the 

enterprise. Thus, how to prevent the sensitive data from 

illegal accesses becomes an important issue for enterprise 

applications. To solve the above-mentioned problems, 

various enterprise digital right management (E-DRM) 

schemes [3, 8, 11] have been proposed. The E-DRM 

schemes prevent the confidential data from the information 

theft by a malicious insider of the enterprise. In addition, it 

also provides the management of access rights for the 

sensitive information.  

In 2009, Chen et al. proposed a group-based E-DRM 

scheme for business applications [4]. To access the digital 

contents, an authorized user must pass the authentication by 

any t out of n authorization authorities in their scheme. 

Thus, their scheme provides the dynamic authorization 

which allows authorized users to access the confidential 

information in an enterprise. However, we find that Chen et 

al.’s scheme is not flexible and secure for some 

applications. Let us suppose a common case: company 

employees in the same department often cooperatively 

discuss, plan, and develop a team project. And, the 

participants in such team project need to access the same 

confidential documents under the protection of the E-DRM 
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scheme. However, Chen et al.’s scheme only allows one 

user to access the digital content after passing the 

authorization. That is, their scheme does not support the 

multiple users to access the digital content dynamically.  

On the other hand, Chen et al.’s scheme allows that one 

user in a group has the ability to pass the authorization and 

accesses the digital content. However, the access privileges 

need to be restricted for the security consideration in some 

enterprise applications. For example, a financial report only 

can be allowed to read when some managers appear in a 

financial department at the same time. If one financial 

manager wants to read this report, then the access right for 

reading needs to be suspended for the security 

consideration. Therefore, it is necessary to design an E-

DRM scheme with the reliable access policy in such 

applications. 

To solve the above-mentioned problems, we propose a 

group-oriented E-DRM scheme with reliable and flexible 

access policies in this paper. In the proposed scheme, only 

k out of l or more users in the user group can cooperatively 

obtain the access right of a digital content. To get the 

access right, these k users need to pass the authentications 

by any t out of n authorization authorities. That is, the 

proposed E-DRM scheme provides the dynamic access and 

authorization policies so it can be applied to many 

enterprise applications. In addition, the access privileges 

can be restricted because only k out of l or more users can 

pass the authorization to access the confidential data. 

Compared with Chen et al.’s scheme, the proposed scheme 

is more practical because it can support the multi-user 

environments for enterprise applications. According to the 

above reasons, the proposed scheme is more flexible and 

reliable than the previously proposed works. 

2  Review of Chen et al.’s Scheme 

In this section, we introduce Chen et al.’s E-DRM scheme 

[3] as follows. There are four roles in their scheme: the 

author of the digital content, the package server, a group of 

authorization authorities with n members, and the user who 

wants to access the digital content. Here, the package 

server is responsible for encrypting the digital content 

which is packed into E-DRM format file as shown in 

Figure 1. In addition, the group of the authorization 

authorities is responsible for authenticating the user’s 

access right for the digital content.  

To manage the access right of the digital content, Chen 

et al.’s scheme uses the E-DRM file structure which is 

shown in Figure 1. The DRM file structure is divided into 

two parts: the content header and the encrypted digital 

content. The content header contains the following 

information. The content identity (CID) which is the 

identity of the digital content; and the type of the DRM-

enable application (DRM-APtype) is constructed for 

integrating the existing applications and indicating the 

correct DRM application (e.g., the reader or player to 

access the digital content). In addition, the group identity 

(IDG) is the identity of the user group, and the signature (SP) 

which is generated by the package server for encrypting the 

digital content. Moreover, the threshold value (t) is the 

security level of the digital content, and (URL) is the 

authorization authority’s uniform resource locator. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The DRM file structure 

The notations of Chen et al.’s scheme are shown in 

Table 1 as follows. 

Table 1: The notations of Chen et al.’s scheme 

U The user  

PS The package server 

Ai 
The i-th entity of the authorization 

authorities 

IDX The identity of the entity X 

)(/)(  KK SymDSymE  
The symmetric encryption/decryption 

function using the symmetric key K such as 

AES [2] 

SKX / PKX The secret/public key of the entity X 

)(/)( 
XX PKSK VerSig  The signing/verifying function using any 

digital signature scheme such as RSA [9] 

)(/)( 
XX SKPK DE  

The encryption/decryption function using 
any public-key cryptosystem such as RSA 

[9] 

CID The digital content’s identity 

)(h  A secure one-way hash function 

2.1   Content Package Phase 

In this phase, the author sends the digital content to the 

package server. Then, the package server encrypts the 

digital content and packs it into the E-DEM formatted file. 

Finally, the package server generates the shadow of the 

encryption key using a secret polynomial and sends it to 

each authorization authority. The steps of this phase are 

shown as follows. 

Step 1. The author creates the digital content M and sends it 

to the package server. 

Step 2. The package server generates a symmetric key 

CIDK  to encrypt M as )(MSymEC
CIDKM  . Then, 

the package server generates a digital signature by 

computing ))(( MSKPS ChSigS
PS

 . 

Step 3. The package server generates a secret polynomial 

function in the form of f(x) = KCID + a0 + a1x + … 

+at-1x
t-1

 mod P, where P is a large prime and 

]1,1[...,,, 110  Paaa t  are integers. 

Step 4. The package server generates the secret shadow 

iSD  for each authorization authority Ai, where 

CID DRM-APtype IDG t SP 

Authorization Authority URL 

The Encrypted Digital Content 
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)),,(( GAi IDIDCIDhfSD
i

 . Then, the package 

server sends iSD  to each iA . 

Step 5. The package server generates the content header 

including CID, DRM-APtype, IDG, t, PSS , and the 

URL of authorization authority. Then, the package 

server combines the content header and MC  as the 

E-DRM formatted file which is shown in Figure 1. 

Finally, the package server publishes the E-DRM 

formatted file in a public directory. 

2.2   License Acquiring Phase 

In this phase, the user downloads the E-DRM formatted file 

from the package server and sends an authorization request 

to the group of authorization authorities. If t out of n or 

more authorities send their shadows to the user, then the 

user has the ability to get the symmetric key to decrypt the 

encrypted digital content. The steps of this phase are shown 

as follows. 

Step1. The user downloads the E-DRM formatted file from 

the public directory in the package server. Then, the 

user verifies the signature PSS  by checking if the 

equation )()( MPSPK ChSVer
PS

  holds. If the 

equation holds, then the user generates the signature 

by computing ),,,( TSREQIDCIDSigS USKU U
 , 

where REQ is the authorization request message 

and TS is a timestamp. 

Step 2. The user sends ),,,,( UU STSREQIDCID  to the 

group of authorization authorities. Then, the 

authorization authorities check if the equation 

),,,()( TSREQIDCIDSVer UUPKU
  holds. If the 

equation holds, then each iA  uses his/her shadow 

iSD  to compute )( iPKSD SDEC
Ui

 . In addition, 

each iA  uses his/her secret key to generate the 

signature ),,,,(
iiiAi SDAGSKA CRightIDIDCIDSigS  , 

where Right denotes the user’s access right. 

Step 3. If iA  accepts the user to access the digital content, 

and he/she sends ),,,,,(
iii ASDAG SCRightIDIDCID  

to the user. Afterward, the user can verify the 

correctness of each shadow by checking if the 

equation 

),,,,()(
iiiAiiA SDAGSKAPK CRightIDIDCIDSigSVer   

holds. If the equation holds, then the user computes 

)(
iU SDSKi CDSD   to get each shadow for 

reconstructing the symmetric key. 

Step 4. If t out of n or more authorities provide their 

shadows, then the user can reconstruct )(xf  by 

using the Lagrange interpolation formula [6]: 

P
IDIDCIDhIDIDCIDh

IDIDCIDhx
SDxf

t

ijj GAGA

GA
t

i

i

ii

i mod
),,(),,(

),,(
)(

,11


 


 . 

Therefore, CIDK  can be reconstructed by computing 

.mod)0( PfKCID    

Step 5. If the user obtains CIDK  from t secret shadows, then 

he/she can compute )( MK CSymDM
CID

  to get the 

digital content. 

According to the above descriptions, Chen et al.’s 

scheme has two disadvantages. First, their scheme allows 

that one user has the ability to pass the authorization and 

get the digital content. In some applications, the user’s 

access privilege cannot be restricted using their scheme. 

Second, t out of n authorization authorities also have the 

ability to reconstruct the symmetric key CIDK  to obtain M. 

If the digital content only can be accessed by the user, then 

their scheme is insecure in this assumption. 

3   The Proposed Scheme 

To overcome the disadvantages of Chen et al.’s scheme, we 

propose a group-oriented E-DRM scheme with reliable and 

flexible access policies in this section. The proposed 

scheme is divided into two phases: the package phase and 

the license acquiring phase. There are four roles in the 

proposed scheme: the author, the package server, a group 

of n authorization authorities, and a group of l users. Note 

that the notations used in the proposed scheme are shown in 

Table 2. Now, we introduce the proposed scheme as 

follows. 

Table 1: The notations of the proposed scheme 

GA A group of n authorization authorities 

GU A group of l users 

PS The package server 

Ai The i-th authority of GA  

Ui The i-th user of GU 

IDX The identity of the entity X 

P A large prime 

)(/)(  KK SymDSymE  
The symmetric encryption/decryption 

function using the key K such as AES [2] 

SKX / PKX The secret/public key of the entity X 

)(/)( 
XX PKSK VerSig  The signing/verifying function using any 

digital signature scheme such as RSA [9] 

CID The digital content’s identity 

)(h  A secure one-way hash function 

3.1   The Content Package Phase 

In this phase, the author sends the digital content to the 

package server. And, the package server chooses a 

symmetric key to encrypt the digital content. In addition, 

the package server packs the cipher into the E-DEM format. 

Then, the package server embeds the symmetric key in two 

secret polynomials for the user group and the authority 

group. Moreover, the package server generates the shadow 

for each user and each authorization authority according to 

the above polynomials. Finally, the package server sends 
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each shadow to each user and each authorization authority. 

The steps of this phase are shown as follows. 

Step 1. The author generates the digital content M and 

sends it to the package server.  

Step 2. The package server generates a symmetric key 

CIDK  and compute )(MSymEC
CIDKM   to encrypt 

M. Then, the package server signs )( MCh  by 

computing ))(( MSKPS ChSigS
PS

 . 

Step 3. The package server chooses a large prime P and 

two integers ]1,1[  Pa  and ]1,1[  Pb  

satisfying 1),( baGCD , where ),( baGCD  is the 

greatest common divisor of a and b. Then, the 

package server computes another two integers c and 

h satisfying 1 hbca . Note that c and h can be 

computed by Euclidean algorithm [5]. 

Step 4. The package server chooses a symmetric key 

]1,1[  PKCID  and constructs a secret polynomial 

PxaxaaKxf t

t

ca

CIDA mod...,,)()( 1

110





   

for the group of authorization authorities, where 

]1,1[...,,, 110  Paaa t . In addition, the package 

server constructs another secret polynomial function 

PxbxbbKxf k

k

hb

CIDU mod...,,)()( 1

110





   

for the group of users, where 

]1,1[...,,, 110  Pbbb k . 

Step 5. To generate the secret shadows of the above 

polynomials, the package server computes 

)),,((
Aii GAA IDIDCIDhfSD   and SDUi = f(h(CID, 

IDUi, IDGU)) for each iU  and iA , respectively. Then, 

the package server sends 
iASD  and 

iUSD  to each 

iU  and iA , respectively. 

Step 6. The package server constructs the E-DRM 

formatted file by combining the content header and 

the cipher MC , where the content header contains 

the information: CID, DRM-APtype, IDG, t, k, PSS , 

and the URL of authorization authority. Finally, the 

package server publishes the E-DRM formatted file 

in its public directory. 

Note that all the communications of the above steps are 

performed via a secure channel.  

3.2   The License Acquiring Phase 

If k users want to access the digital content, then these k 

users choose a clerk on behalf of them to communicate 

with the group of authorization authorities. Then, the clerk 

sends a request to the group of authorization authorities for 

acquiring the access right. If any t out of n or more 

authorities accept the request and provide their shadows, 

then the t authorities compute one part of the symmetric 

key ca

CIDK )(  and send it to the user group. To get the other 

part of the symmetric key hb

CIDK )( , k out of l users need to 

provide their shadows. After combining two parts of the 

symmetric keys ca

CIDK )(  and hb

CIDK )( , these k users can 

obtain the symmetric key CIDK  to decrypt the encrypted 

digital content. The detailed steps of this phase are shown 

as follows. 

Step1. If k out of l users want to access the digital content, 

then these k users download the E-DRM formatted 

file from the public directory of the package server. 

Afterward, the k users can verify the signature PSS  

by checking if the equation )()( MPSPK ChSVer
PS

  

holds. If the equation holds, then the k users choose 

a clerk (user clerk) on behalf of them to generate 

),,,(
UUUGU GGSKG TSREQIDCIDSigS  , where REQ 

is a request message and 
UGTS  is a timestamp. 

Step 2. The user clerk sends the message 

),,,,(
UUU GGG STSREQIDCID  to the group of 

authorization authorities. Then, each iA  can verify 

the signature 
UGS  by checking if the equation 

),,,()(
UUUUG GGGPK TSREQIDCIDSVer   holds. If 

the equation holds, then each iA  can ensure that the 

user request is valid.  

Step 3.  If any t out of n authorities accept the above 

request, then these t authorities cooperatively 

reconstruct )(xf A  by using the Lagrange 

interpolation formula [5] which is shown as follows: 

P
IDIDCIDhIDIDCIDh

IDIDCIDhx
SDxf

t

ijj GAGA

GA
t

i

AA

AiAi

Ai

i
mod

),,(),,(

),,(
)(

,11


 


  

Then, the t authorities can obtain one part of the 

symmetric key PKf ca

CIDA mod)()0(  . 

Step 4. The t authorities also choose a clerk (authority clerk) 

on behalf of them, and the authority clerk generates 

a group signature by computing              

)),0(,,,(
AAAGA GAGSKG TSfRightIDCIDSigS  , where 

Right is the user’s access right and 
AGTS  is a 

timestamp. Then, the authority clerk sends the 

message ),),0(,,,(
AAA GGAG STSfRightIDCID  to 

the user clerk.  

Step 5. After receiving each user’s shadow message 

),),0(,,,(
AAA GGAG TSSfRightIDCID , the user clerk 

sends it to the other (k-1) users. Then, each user can 

verify the authorization message by checking if 

)),0(,,,()(
AAAGA GAGGPK TSfRightIDCIDSVer   holds. 

If the above verification holds, then each user 

provides his/her shadow to the other (k-1) users. If k 
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users provide their shadows, then each user of them 

can reconstruct )(xfU  by the equation: 

P
IDIDCIDhIDIDCIDh

IDIDCIDhx
SDxf

k

ijj GUGU

GU
k

i

UU

UiUi

Ui

i

mod
),,(),,(

),,(
)(

,11


 


 . 

Step 6.  Finally, each user can obtain CIDK  by computing 

)0()0( UA ff  . Then, the k users can access the 

digital content by computing )( MK CSymDM
CID

 . 

The package phase and the license acquiring phase are 

shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The package phase  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The license acquiring phase  

According to the steps of the proposed scheme, each 

authorization authority does not need to encrypt his/her 

shadow using the public-key cryptosystem (PKC). That is, 

each user does not need to perform the PKC decryption to 

get each shadow of authorization authority. Compared with 

Chen et al.’s scheme, the proposed scheme eliminates the 

computation cost of the PKC encryption/decryption 

operation so the proposed scheme is more efficient. 

In addition, at least k users have the ability to 

cooperatively reconstruct the symmetric key KCID. 

Therefore, the user’s access privilege can be restricted. 

Since the threshold values t and k can be changed, the 

security level of the digital content can be dynamically 

determined according to the company policy. Therefore, 

the proposed scheme provides the flexibility to many 

enterprise applications.  

Besides, Chen et al.’s scheme allows that t 

authorization authorities have the ability to cooperatively 

reconstruct the symmetric key. Thus, their scheme is not 

secure for some applications. Unlike Chen et al.’s scheme, 

the proposed scheme only allows that t authorization 

authorities reconstruct one part of the symmetric key 

PK ca

CID mod)(  . For these t authorities, it is impossible to 

obtain CIDK  from PK ca

CID mod)(  .  

Therefore, the proposed scheme is suitable for the 

enterprise applications in which the symmetric key cannot 

be revealed to the authorization authorities. According to 

the above-mentioned advantages, the proposed scheme is 

more flexible and reliable than Chen et al.’s scheme. 

4   Discussions 

In this section, we discuss the security analyses of the 

proposed scheme. Besides, we give a performance 

comparison of the proposed scheme and Chen et al.’s 

scheme. Now, we show that the proposed scheme can 

prevent from the following attacks. 

Outsider attack: 

Assume that an attacker wants to get the encrypted 

digital content, and then he/she can download the cipher 

)(MSymEC
CIDKM   from the package server. To get the 

digital content M, the attacker needs to use the symmetric 

key CIDK  to compute )( MK CSymDM
CID

 . However, the 

attacker does not know the symmetric key CIDK  so he/she 

cannot decrypt the cipher CM.  

Assume that an attacker wants to obtain the secret key 

CIDK  from PK ca

CID mod)(  . However, this attack is 

impossible because the attacker needs to face the difficulty 

of the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) [6]. 

According to the above descriptions, the outsider attack 

is infeasible for the proposed scheme. 

Insider attack: 

Assume that k malicious users want to cooperatively 

compute the symmetric key CIDK  without passing the 

authentication, and then they can obtain 

PKf hb

CIDU mod)()0(   by using Lagrange interpolation 

formula. Without getting PK ca

CID mod)(   from the 

authorization authorities, these k users cannot obtain CIDK  

from PK hb

CID mod)(   because they need to face the 

difficulty of the DLP. 
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Similarly, t malicious authorities cannot cooperatively 

compute CIDK  without getting PK hb

CID mod)(  . This is 

because the t malicious authorities only have the ability to 

compute PK ca

CID mod)(   from fA(0) = (KCID)
a-c

 mod P. To 

obtain CIDK  from (KCID)
a-c

 mod P, these t malicious 

authorities need to face the difficulty of DLP. According to 

the above analysis, the proposed scheme can prevent the 

insider attack. 

Impersonation attack: 

Assume that an attacker wants to impersonate the group 

of users, and then he/she generates the signature 

),,,('

' TSREQIDCIDSigS
U

UGU GSKG   using a forged '

UGSK  

and sends ),,,,( '

UU GG STSREQIDCID  to the authorization 

authorities. However, the authorization authorities can 

discover that ),,,,( '

UU GG STSREQIDCID  is sent by an 

attacker. This is because that
UU GG SKSK '  and 

),,,()( ' TSREQIDCIDSVer
UUUG GGPK  .  

Assume that an attacker wants to impersonate the group 

of the authorization authorities, and then he/she generates 

)),0(,,,('

'

AA
AGA GAGSKG TSfRightIDCIDSigS  . Then, the 

attacker sends ),),0(,,,( '

AAA GGAG TSSfRightIDCID  to the 

group of users. However, the user can discover that 

),),0(,,,( '

AAA GGAG TSSfRightIDCID  is sent by an attacker 

because )),0(,,,()( '

AAAAG GAGGPK TSfRightIDCIDSVer  .  

According to the above discussion, the impersonation 

attack is infeasible for the proposed scheme. 

Replay attack: 

If an attacker eavesdrops the communications between 

the user group and the authority group, then he/she can 

obtain ),,,,(
UUU GGG STSREQIDCID  and 

),),0(,,,(
AAA GGAG TSSfRightIDCID . Then, the attacker wants 

to reuse the signatures 
AGS  and 

UGS . However, reusing the 

signatures 
AGS  and 

UGS  is impossible because 
AGS  and 

UGS  contain the timestamps 
AGTS  and 

UGTS , respectively. 

Therefore, the proposed scheme can prevent the replay 

attack. 

Comparisons: 

Here, we analyze the computation costs of Chen et al.’s 

scheme and the proposed scheme. Table 3 shows the 

computation costs of the user side and the authority side in 

these two schemes. According to Table 3, we can find that 

the computation cost of the proposed scheme is much less 

than that of Chen et al.’s scheme.  

Unlike Chen et al.’s scheme, the proposed scheme does 

not require that each authority computes his/her digital 

signature. In addition, the proposed scheme does not need 

to perform the encryption/decryption in the public key 

cryptosystem. That is, the user does not need to verify the 

individual signature generated by each authorization 

authority. Therefore, the proposed scheme is more efficient 

than Chen et al.’s scheme. 

Table 2: The comparisons of computation costs 

 
Chen et al.’s 

scheme 
The proposed 

scheme 

User 

side 

Authority 

side 

User 

side 

Authority 

side 

PKC 

encryption/decryption 
t t 0 0 

Signature 
Signing/verifying 

function 

t + 2 t + 1 3 2 

Symmetric key 
encryption/decryption 

1 0 1 0 

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a group-oriented E-DRM scheme 

with reliable and flexible access policies. In the proposed 

scheme, the access right of the digital content can be 

dynamically determined according to the company policy. 

In addition, the proposed scheme has low computation cost 

because it does not need to perform the PKC encryption 

and decryption. Therefore, the proposed scheme is more 

flexible and efficient than the previously proposed works. 

Based upon the proposed scheme, we are going to 

investigate an efficient E-DRM scheme for mobile devices 

in the future. 
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